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Peter Rooney. Chairman of Wesham 
Road Runners

It is a real privilege for me to provide an introduction 
to this newsletter in these most challenging of times.

I want to say at the outset that all of our thoughts at 
Wesham Road Runners are with our public sector and 
key worker members and their families who are provid-
ing such an outstanding service to society at this most 
stressful time for them – our hearts and thanks go out 
to each of you.

Wesham Road Runners has been in existence now for 
over 35 years and our archives indicate that the club did 
issue a magazine for many years in a paper format which 
was very successful. The current situation provides us 
with an ideal opportunity to recreate our history in a digi-
tal format and to reach out to everyone -  both newer 
and long-standing members.

Taking exercise during this Lock-down period is a 
challenge for everyone, but it is important that we all try 
and take advantage of this whilst we can, as it is entirely 
feasible that by the time you read this piece, things could 
be different. Please do take advantage of the weekly 
challenges that we are throwing out and try and join us 
on our weekly Facebook Live club updates each Friday 
evening at 7.30. Even if you have hitherto not been a user 
of social media perhaps it is now something to consider, 
and if you require any technical assistance please reach 
out to any member of your committee. 

I hope you all stay safe, healthy and fit…………enjoy 
the read!

Peter

Welcome
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I started my running in 1967, at the age of 17 
and in the following years I reckon to have covered 
over 100,000 miles, the equivalent to 4 times 
around the world. In total I have now completed 
23 Marathons, the first one taking place in 1971 
which was also my best finishing time; 2hrs 25mins 
38secs. The following Marathon results range 
between this time and 3hrs 13mins. At my peak I 
was covering 100 miles per week, running twice a 
day, 7 days a week. Now I am generally complet-
ing between 30 and 40 miles whilst running once 
a day for 5 days of the week.

There have been many changes in this sport 
throughout the years, some good and others 
maybe not so good. 

When I started running there was no “special 
kit”, i.e. watches, isotonic drinks, gels or even 
running shoes. We basically all ran wearing pumps! 
Ironically when I was running 100 miles a week 
wearing basic footwear I never experienced inju-

ries and although other factors may be consid-
ered I only suffered problems when the footwear 
became more technical.

Another big change has been seen regarding 
races; no water was available on any race measur-
ing under 10 miles. For Marathon distance there 
would only be a basic water station every 5 miles. 
The other major difference was that you couldn’t 
take water directly before or during a race from 
any unofficial source. If that was to happen both 
yourself and the person assisting would face 
disqualification.

In the past there were considerably less runners 
entering races and certainly nobody entering the 
London Marathon would be wearing fancy dress 
or gaining entry via charity places.

For the inaugural London Marathon, on 29th 
March 1981, and for a few subsequent events, 
your entry form had to be validated at a Post Office. 
This was done by joining a queue at midnight and 

Interview - Alan Hudson
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as the doors opened you would receive a timed stamp. A time of 00:01 would award you an entry, 
00:03 would probably not. The standard of racing and times back then were very high. 

A change for the better is that more people are now taking part in the sport and there has been a 
major increase in the number of female runners; in the past women were not allowed to enter the road 
races. Past races were normally attended by only 60 to 70 runners, and an entry of 200 was consid-
ered very large.

Runners were also much younger. When I started almost everyone was aged under 30, and the 
“Vet” category hadn’t really been invented. Most runners also attended the same race as there was 
only one race per week. Now there are usually half a dozen or more to choose from which dilutes the 
competition. These smaller fields also produced quick results. An example would be the 1981 Winder-
mere to Kendal 10 mile race along the “bumpy” A591. My finishing time was a respectable 53:54 (29th) 
but there were 133 competitors who broke 60 minutes!

One thing which hasn’t changed is the “40 minute 10k” barrier which was and still is a recognised 
target for Club runners.

Another positive is the growth of running clubs. In the past there was generally only one to choose 
from in each town; now smaller clubs and fitness groups are beginning to emerge.

As runners we are continually asked for and judged by our PB’s (our best performances) so below 
is my list….

5k  15:12     5 mile  25:01
10k 31:30     10 mile Sub 51 minutes (Derwent water)
Half Marathon 69:22 (Freckleton)  Marathon 2:25:38

Hopefully you enjoyed reading my memories and experiences. 
Alan Hudson 

Interview by Stuart Topping
1976 Results of the Red Rose 20

Stuart Topping
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Road Championship Update

The Club Road Championship is currently paused during the lockdown, causing the 
loss of one long and one medium race in the Coniston 14 (March 21 st ) and Salford 10k 
(10 th April). We have also lost the next five races as well, three short distances (Lytham 
Inter Club; Horwich Jubilee 5 and Catforth 5k), one medium distance (Hawkshead 10k) 
and one long race (Freckleton Half Marathon). It is likely that the two races in July and two 
in August will also be lost. If racing can resume in September, do we still have a Champion-
ship? Discounting re-scheduled events, there will be two long, one medium and two short 
distances left in the table, so a ranking is on the cards, making this assumption of whatever 
end of sorts of the lockdown, although the ruling on a minimum of six races may need to 
be relaxed, leaving just the at least one of each of the three distances as the ruling factor.

So where are we at the moment in this climate of social distancing? There are no ladies 
currently with any results at short distances, as we haven’t yet had any races! However, 
there are 10 ladies that have completed a long race (St Annes 10) and 18 a medium race 
(plenty of choice!). Points- and participation-wise the table is headed by Kay Twist who 
has 8 points over a medium and long race, followed by Lucy Neighbour (9 points) and 
Tanya Shaw (13 points, also with the most events at 4). Sue Coulthurst is in a strong posi-
tion with just 3 points over 3 events, no long event yet, Helen Lawrenson 5 points over 

3 races, and Louise Lord with 14 points. Kath Hoyer will be a force to be reckoned with, 
having 2 points from one single event yet, and Elizabeth Johnson 4 points from her one 
race. In the age groupings, there are no W35 participants yet, but Tanya and Lucy are 
head-to-head in the W40s and Louise and Sharon Cooper who has only completed one 
distance could have an interesting competition for the W45s. Sue Coulthurst and Helen 
Lawrenson head up the W50s with Kerry Eccles in the W55s and Kath for the W60s.

For the men, 13 ran the St Annes long race and 24 have completed a medium distance. 
Best placed is Neil Harrison on 6 points and the two distances in the pot, followed by 
Garry Barnett with 9 points and Chris Haines 13. Names to be watched will undoubtedly 
be David Taylor (1 point); Steve Littler (2 points) and Alek Walker, also on 2 points, all with 
just the one medium distance in the bag. Alex Beaumont and Steve Abbott are battling for 
the M40 age category at the moment; Walker tops the M35s and Littler the M45; Garry 
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Barnett has the M50; Ian Garrod heads the M55s and Peter Rooney is in 
social isolation for the M60s. Phil Leaver is the same in the M65s and Alan 
Hudson and Dave Young cross swords in the M70s.

A quick look back at the 2019 Championship; Helen Lawrenson won 
with 6 points out of 9 races; Maureen Danson was 2 nd with 12 (best out 
of 12 races); and Kerry Eccles 3 rd with 16 points. Antionette Holton won 
the open category (last chance before joining the W35s!); Elizabeth John-
son won the W35s; Louisa Denye W40; Helen Lawrenson W45 (again, 
now an age category upgrade); Maureen Danson W50; and Kerry Eccles 
W55 champion. I’m sure you will remember in the men’s table that it was 
a dead heat between Simon Denye, Rob Danson and Steve Littler, what 
a competition that turned out to be, although Steve did not have the 
requisite 6 races out of the series. Rob took the open category and again 
Simon and Steve tied for the M45s on points, what a conundrum that 
could have been for the awards. David Taylor and Tom Crabtree came in 
4 th and 5 th behind this triumvirate. In the men’s other age categories 
Andrew Harling headed the M35s; Paul Gregory the M40s; Stuart Clay-
ton took M50 from Rob Danson Snr; no M55 qualified out of the four 
competing; Peter Rooney had the M60; Alan Hudson M65 (pending age 
category uplift); and Dave Young the M70 from Peter Bartlett.

Alex Rowe
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1985 - First Wesham Race 
Ladies race 5 miles - 14 (above)
Mens race 7 miles – 49 (right)

This race was for Wesham RR members only.

Wesham 10k

1986 to 1996 – Wesham 10k



This course was used between 1986 and 1996. 1986 was to become the year of our first 
ever officially recognized open 10K race. 

This was only open to members of affiliated running clubs, (unattached members could 
not take part). It was held on the last Saturday in November and has been every year since. 
The start was on Garstang Rd. North opposite the end of Church Rd. (the road leading to 
the Community Centre). 

The course went out towards the Motorway then left into Bradshaw Lane, at the end, 
left onto Back Lane to the crossroads, right onto Weeton Rd. left Singleton Rd., left Kirkham 
Rd back to the crossroads, right onto Weeton Rd. then down to the finish outside the old Fire 
Station. 

This race was won by Steve Connolly. He ran for the now defunct Springfields Club.  Janet 
Eaton of Wesham R.R won the women’s' race.

Due to the fact that the Wesham by-pass was built in 1991 quite a number of changes 
had to be made. Start & finish positions varied and the course direction was changed. In the 
early days the Police were in attendance. They were not requested but they turned up in 
significant numbers.  One year we had a Policeman on a motor bike riding up and down, stop-
ping & directing traffic as needed.

Probably the most notable of these was the year (1995/1996) a cow that had escaped 
from a field on Bradshaw Lane decided to join in, it ran all the way to Weeton Village before 
dropping out ‘knackered’, (sorry ‘exhausted’), but it probably did go to the “knacker’s yard” 
afterwards. When the new roundabout and Wesham Bypass was opened the police quite 
rightly refused the Club permission to use the route on safety grounds, so an alternative 
course had to be found.

1997 to 1998 – Wesham 10k
HMS Inskip
Race Director – Les Ward

This time we were off to HMS Inskip. 
The people there were kind enough to 
allow the use of their facilities for the 
start and finish.  This course was over 
many of the lanes used around Inskip & 
Treales and the police were happy for 
them to be used from HMS Inskip. 

After two years using this course 
there were some staff changes at the 
site and once again another course had 
to be found.
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1999 to 2001 – Wesham 10k
Treales
Race Director – Ian Rawcliffe

There was plenty of countryside 
around the Wesham area, so find-
ing a new course wasn’t too difficult 
but finding one that would satisfy the 
police would prove to be more oner-
ous. 

The Derby Arms at Treales/ 
The Boys Brigade were to be the 
race HQ and also the start and finish.
This course wound its way round the 
lanes through Treales and Wharles th
en back to the Derby Arms. 

This was an excellent, flattish 
course on quiet country lanes so 
how the police could say that, “There 
was an accident waiting to happen”, 
beggars belief. 

Unfortunately after a couple 
of years at this venue we had to 
change……..again

2002 to 2019 – Wesham 10k
B.N.F.L. Salwick

The next venue was BNFL Salwick. 
When we first went there we had 

the use of the Social Club, for Race 
HQ & Presentations.

After a few years the Social Club 
was not available so the Primary 
School at Lea was used and then for 
the past 3 years the Smiths Arms has 
been the HQ.

Due to numerous road closures 
and bridge closures over the years 
the Wesham 10K has had quite a few 
different courses.

All based around BNFL Salwick, 
but with various start and finish posi-
tions. 

W E S H A M  R O A D  R U N N E R S1 2
Keith Rhead



Year Race Director  Course
1985 Committee Mowbreck Lane
1986 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1987 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1988 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1989 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1990 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1991 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1992 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1993 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1994 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1995 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1996 Committee Wesham - Weeton - Wesham
1997 Les Ward  HMS Inskip
1998 Les Ward  HMS Inskip
1999 Les Ward  Treales
2000 Ian Rawcliffe Treales
2001 Ian Rawcliffe Treales
2002 Ian Rawcliffe Salwick

2003 Brian Porter Salwick
2004 Brian Porter Salwick
2005 Brian Porter Salwick
2006 Andy Yelland Salwick
2007 Dave Waywell Salwick
2008 Dave Waywell Salwick
2009 Dave Waywell Salwick
2010 Dave Waywell Salwick
2011 Graham Vickers Salwick
2012 Graham Vickers Salwick
2013 Alan Taylor Salwick
2014 Alan Taylor Salwick
2015 Alan Taylor Salwick
2016 Steven Gore Salwick
2017 Steven Gore Salwick
2018 Steven Gore Salwick
2019 Steven Gore Salwick

Wesham Road Runners – Top 20 Appearances in the Wesham 10K

Name   No of Appearances
Jenny Thompson  27
David Young   24
Alex Rowe   22
John Whiteman  22
Martin Bates   22
Kenneth Munro  21
Reg Chapman  21
Alan Hudson   19
Finlay McCalman  19
John Bertenshaw  18
Peter Cooke   18
Cecilia Gregory  17
Dave Waywell  17
George Flanagan  17
Peter Earnshaw  17
Trevor Rayner  17
Peter Bartlett   16
Terry Unsworth  16
Geoff Everall   15
Irene Unsworth  15

Alex Rowe battles Stuart Robinson 
at the 2004 Wesham 10k
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Number of Runners In the   Wesham Runners in the 
Wesham 10k     Wesham 10k       
1985  63   1985  63
1986  154   1986  79
1987  216   1987  71
1988  222   1988  71
1989  235   1989  71
1990  280   1990  66
1991  233   1991  68
1992  311   1992  67
1993  263   1993  57
1994  264   1994  48
1995  301   1995  40
1996  241   1996  45
1997  306   1997  49
1998  355   1998  43
1999  319   1999  45
2000  311   2000  43
2001  353   2001  40
2002  332   2002  32
2003  308   2003  56
2004  414   2004  69
2005  391   2005  65
2006  418   2006  67
2007  411   2007  62
2008  443   2008  55
2009  466   2009  59
2010  436   2010  63
2011  465   2011  64
2012  461   2012  44
2013  358   2013  37
2014  408   2014  43
2015  397   2015  50
2016  463   2016  44
2017  420   2017  48
2018  491   2018  49
2019  482   2019  61
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We have all had that one run, were everything hurt or 
it just didn’t feel right, and we counted the seconds until 
the hellish ordeal was over so we could kick off our runners 
in anger praying that the next run out was nothing like the 
struggle we just endured.

Was our body trying to tell us something? Had we recently 
suffered from an injury and maybe come back to pounding 
the pavements too soon? Should we be using our foam roller 
more often? The list goes on and on and yet do we really 
stop and think about the amount of stress we place upon our 
bodies when hitting the roads or trails for that matter?

This stress is not necessarily a bad thing but when the 
inevitable happens to most of us runners and we get that 
niggle that just won’t go away, these stress levels increase 
and we ask our already overworked muscles to work even 
harder! The end result being, we get injured and then spend 
numerous hours on Google looking for a quick cure. Then 
comes the question I’m sure many of us have asked ourselves 
when it comes to running whilst carrying a niggle or maybe 
something more serious, can I still run? Maybe if I see how 
the first couple of miles go and if it hurts I’ll turn back! The 
reality is we push through the pain barrier and possibly turn 
what was just a minor issue into something that now requires 
that dreaded visit to the doctor or the more painful option of 
the physio (I'm sure many of you reading this can vouch for 
that).

And so the point I’m getting at is to look at running as a 
tool box of many different tools which keep our very complex 
bodies ticking over. Go to the local pilates class, try that you 
tube yoga, brave the dreaded roller, take an ice bath (only 
for the very brave), embrace core strengthening, and proba-
bly the most important of all.....if running with pain, it could 
just be our bodies way of saying it needs a rest. This last one 
probably being the hardest for many of us runners to take on 
board but pain is our bodies way of saying something isn’t 
right. Listen to it and we will always come back quicker & 
stronger.

Running through the pain barrier!

Lee Lawrenson
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Wesham members get 10% 
off all sessions at Lee's clinic 
Realign
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The interclub races are a highlight of the 
running calendar for many local runners. The 
opportunity to compete against local rivals 
is what makes this championship so popular. 
The 2019 Interclub was one of Wesham’s best 
seasons, the club last winning the competition 
in 2004.

The season started at Blackpool, on a fast 
4 mile route around Stanley park. In recent 
seasons Wesham have tended to catch other 
teams napping early days in the competition. 
Wesham recorded their first open win of the 
season at the first event. Rob Danson leading 
Wesham to overall team glory. Rob was away 
from the start after a heavy downpour damp-
ened conditions and he toyed with Preston’s 
Dave Rigby round the first 2-mile lap before 
pulling away on the second lap by 19 seconds 
to win the 4-miler in 20:02. Steve Littler and 
Steve Swarbrick were the fastest Vets on the 
day. A record 455 runners took part.

The Second race of the season was organ-
ised by Lytham. Due to work on the prom, 
the races was slightly shorter than normal as 
work was being carried out near to Fairhaven 
Lake. Preston fought back and it was them 
who took first place this time, roles reversed. 
72 Wesham members took part in the Lytham 
Inter Club race in blustery and cool conditions. 
Runners had to fight against a strong wind on 
the return, Rob Danson chewed up the new 
hairpin turns to complete the 4.6 miles in 
23:03, his second win.

With the series now tied, all was to play 
for at the Preston interclub. However, surpris-
ingly both Preston and Wesham had several 
key runners missing allowing Lytham to record 
their only first place finish of the season. 
Not the result that had been expected, but 
Wesham regained top spot in the champion-
ship as Wesham finished second to Preston’s 
third. Realistically Wesham were 2 runners 
short of beating Lytham. Even if Gareth Booth 
had found his number in time, we would still 
have not gained full points!

The Preston event started near Aven-
ham Park in the centre of Preston across the 

river with a revised two-lap course around the 
old East Lancs railway line and the Old Canal 
Tramway. Wesham’s Rob Danson assumed the 
lead from the start, running the first lap with 
Blackpool’s Luke Minns before easing away on 
the second lap to win by 36 seconds in 19:27 
for the 3.9 miles

At Thornton, on the Prom Wesham tend 
to get a great turn out, and in 2019 there was 
no exception. The Wesham team were back 
in winning ways and now stood at the top of 
the table 2 points clear with three to play.  An 
impressive result as the Thornton event was 
held in same week as Endure 24 and Witton 
park relays, both well attended by members. 

In the Inter Club Wesham won the Open 
team, Masters and the M60 teams, with the 
women third and second Masters, led as is now 
familiar by Rob Danson, who on this occasion 
left no doubt by racing away from the field in 
the first half mile to win by a 1min 18sec lead 
in a fantastic time of 25:09 for the undulating 
5-mile loop through Ginn Square and Anchor-
sholme on the North Shore cliffs.

The fifth fixture was on our home turf and 
in spite of organising the fixture there was 
also a great turn out of runners. Unfortunately 
Wesham were narrowly beaten and our lead 
was now down to 1 point. Rob Danson was 
once again the overall winner with a runaway 
lead of 1min 14sec over Preston’s Dave Rigby, 
completing the 4.6 miles in 22:45. Rob was 
well supported and the team was reward with 
2nd place.

Chorley Interclub was the sixth fixture. 
Possibly with it approaching the business 
end of the season, it is always a hard fought 
fixture. In spite of a great turn out from WRR, 
our open team were beaten and Preston and 
Wesham were now tied at the top. Wesham 
made a strong attempt to turn out a top 
team at the sixth round of the Inter Club race 
series but were narrowly beaten by 15 points 
by Preston. Rob Danson was once again the 
overall winner though as he strode way from 
the start and made his winning advantage on 

Interclub 2019
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Rob Danson leading the Blackpool 
interclub
Tom Crabtree sprinting to the line at 
Red Rose

the first small loop along the slippery path down through the trees.

With both Preston and Wesham tied at the top of the table, the 
season come down to the last fixture. There had been a great deal 
of “build up” on Facebook before the Red Rose Interclub in Worden 
Park and there was a tense atmosphere at the start, everyone look-
ing around to spot who the 10 counters might be. The start line 
was predominantly light blue, and soon after the off team Wesham 
looked strong. 

Rob Danson laid the challenge right from the start and stormed 
away over the 3-lap 4-mile course to complete an unparalleled 
winning streak, clocking 20:44 to win by 38 seconds from Preston’s 
Dave Rigby. 

Unfortunately Preston had fielded a strong team, managing to 
recruit a good number of runners who had not previously taken 
part in the series and this proved enough, Preston taking full points 
in the final fixture and the open team trophy as a result. The result 
was close though, with the Wesham team getting their first 10 

home faster than Preston, however with Preston having a 
few more runners at the very front resulted in their over-
all point score being lower.

In 2019 Wesham road runners came closest to 
winning the inter club series since their last win 16 years 
ago.

Louisa and Tanya at Wesham 
Interclub
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The Inter Club Road Grand Prix Series, from what I can determine, came about in 1985 
when 3 Clubs held a Triangular Series of races. The background to the series must have 
come from the “Continental ”5” which was held every two weeks during the summer months 
from the Continental Pub on the corner of South Meadow Lane and Riverside adjacent to 
Avenham Park in Preston and possibly commenced in 1979. There were 10 races in all with 
a Handicap to end with and it seems that up to 36 runners took part.

In 1985 Chorley AC, Preston Harries and Springfields AC (based at BNFL Salwick) each 
hosted a race. The first leg was at Chorley on 30th May with 56 runners and the winner was 
Ken Moss (Chorley AC) with Chorley AC 1st Team.

The second leg was on 31st July on the Continental Course at Preston and again Ken 
Moss finished 1st but with Preston H taking the Team based on 10 to count (as it still is 
today).

The third and final leg of the Triangular Series was the Continental Course in Reverse 
on 3rd September which was won by John Nuttall (Preston H) with 55 finishing and Pres-
ton taking the team on the night. The Overall Series winners were Preston H with Spring-
field Second 3rd Chorley Third.

It was from these small beginnings that the Inter Club grew and grew to what it has 
become today and has attracted some of the finest runners from the competing clubs. 
In 1985 John Nuttall won the 3000m at the English Schools’ Athletic Championships in 
a championship record and placed third that same year at the European Athletics Junior 
Championships so future runners had a lot to live up to!

Over time there have been changes to some of the Clubs taking part in the Series due 
to Clubs folding (Springfield), Clubs merging (NFAC & B&F AC to form BWF AC) and new 
Clubs being formed (Thornton Cleveleys RC).  In the 1990s when there were 7 Clubs for a 
few years one club stood down from hosting on a rota basis but when TCRC joined it was 
agreed to have 7 races in the Series. 

The number of runners participating has increased over the years and it is interesting 
looking back and read that in 2003 (163 finished the NF AC Race) there were concerns 
expressed that the number of runners was approaching the Police limits. By 2014 228 
runners finished the first IC at Blackpool, in 2016 it was up to 304, whereas in 2019 455 
runners completed the Blackpool IC. It is this increase in competitors that is now causing 
the Race Organisers some concern, as it has a knock-on impact to the Health & Safety of 
the athletes and the public, car parking, toilet facilities and catering. 

The buffet after the race has become a very welcome tradition but for a couple of years 
it was agreed to stop it due to pressure on the smaller clubs to cater for growing numbers. 
However, it was reinstated and now all clubs rely on their members efforts rather than 
asking a Pub to provide.

Throughout the years the number of Award Categories has increased to take into 
account the growing number of Masters’ Athletes and the welcome increase in Women’s 
running. In the first year it was 10 to count for the Overall team Award, in 1986 a Vets Cate-
gory with 4 to count was introduced, which became 5 in 1993 when the Ladies Award was 
introduced with 4 to count. The Masters 50 Award was introduced in 2005 with the Masters 
60 Award the following year recognising the longevity of athletes. Finally, in 2017 a Ladies 
Masters Category was introduced as the numbers were again increasing. The Men’s Individ-
ual Shield was presented by the family of Glyn Carradice (NF AC) following his early death in 
2003. The Ladies Individual Cup, was originally for the main Team Award but after languish-
ing in a Trophy Shop for over a year, and a new shield purchased, was re-found and desig-
nated to the Ladies!

A Brief History of the Inter Club Road-
Grand Prix Series
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Key Figures in the Inter Club
Notional Chairs:
2002 – 2020    Nick Hume
???? - 2001    Brian Turner
Treasurers:
2003 – 2020    Nick Hume
???? – 2002    Joyce Orritt
Results Compilers:
2017 – 2020    Greg Oulton
2010 – 2016    Alan Hudson
2004 - 2019    Tony Croft
???? – 2003    Mike Coppin

Summary of Clubs Joining / Leaving the Series

1985    Chorley AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Springfields AC
1988    Chorley AC, Preston Harriers AC, Springfields AC, Wesham Road Runners
1992    Chorley AC, North Fylde AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Springfields AC, Wesham Road Runners
1993    Chorley AC, North Fylde AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose Road Runners, Springfields AC, Wesham Road Runners
1995    Chorley AC, North Fylde AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose Road Runners, Wesham Road Runners
2000    Chorley AC, Lytham St Annes Road Runners, North Fylde AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose Road Runners, Wesham 
Road Runners
2003    Blackpool & Fylde AC, Chorley AC, Lytham St Annes Road Runners, North Fylde AC, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose 
Road Runners, Wesham Road Runners
2007    Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde AC, Chorley AC, Lytham St Annes Road Runners, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose Road 
Runners, Wesham Road Runners
2015    Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde AC, Chorley AC, Lytham St Annes Road Runners, Preston Harriers & AC, Red Rose Road 
Runners, Thornton Cleveleys Road Runners, Wesham Road Runners 

Wesham Interclub 2016
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The Awards Winners 1985 - 2019
Open Category – 10 to Count

Team Award:
The Inter Club Open Trophy

1985 Preston Harriers
1986 Preston Harriers
1987 Preston Harriers
1988 Preston Harriers
1989 Springfields AC / Preston Harriers
1990 Preston Harriers
1991 Chorley AC
1992 North Fylde AC
1993 Preston Harriers
1994 Preston Harriers
1995 Preston Harriers
1996 Preston Harriers
1997 Preston Harriers
1998 Preston Harriers
1999 North Fylde AC
2000 North Fylde AC
2001 North Fylde AC
2002 Preston Harriers
2003 North Fylde AC

2004 Wesham Road Runners
2005 North Fylde AC
2006 Preston Harriers
2007 Blackpool, Wyre & Fylde AC
2008 Preston Harriers
2009 Preston Harriers
2010 Preston Harriers
2011 Preston Harriers
2012 Preston Harriers
2013 Preston Harriers
2014 Preston Harriers
2015 Preston Harriers
2016 Preston Harriers
2017 Preston Harriers
2018 Preston Harriers
2019 Preston Harriers
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Endure 24
When I joined Wesham Road Runners back 

in 2008 we took part in various relay events, the 
obvious being 12/6 and 6/4 stage relays which 
we still do, together with the Welsh Castles 
relays which started in Caernarfon and finished 
the following day in Cardiff; an event I never took 
part in! Over the years it became more difficult 
to enter that race as it was over subscribed and 
also had strict cut off times for each leg, so as a 
club we looked for alternatives that were suita-
ble for all levels of runners.

Alan Taylor suggested we try the Thunder 
Run at Catton Park Derbyshire in 2014 which 
involved camping on the perimeter of the race 
route and members running 10k loops. Simi-
lar to Endure does it started at midday Saturday 
and finished 24 hours later. He pulled two teams 
together, borrowed camping equipment from his 
local scout group at Great Eccleston and trans-
ported it in his car and trailer. Our kit was more 
basic then than now but it was functional and 
served the job well. Alan asked if I wanted to take 
part which I declined, but offered to come and 
arrange the food for the runners, and that trend 
has continued. The event certainly lived up to its 
name; the non runners sunbathed during the day 
but we all battened down the hatches at night 
because we certainly got a thunder storm for 
the duration of the night, and the course turned 
from a woodland trail to a mud bath. Everyone 
enjoyed the experience and that was the birth of 
this type of event for us.

Unfortunately the race proved too popular 
and getting an entry was pretty much impossi-
ble, so the following year Alan suggested we try 

the Cotswold 24 hour race instead. Naturally we 
did and it was great fun,but a long way to travel, 
and driving home after the event was a problem 
as we were all in danger of falling asleep at the 
wheel.

In 2018 Helen Lawrenson came up with 
the suggestion of Endure 24 at Bramham Park 
near Leeds. This was a relatively new event to 
the area and closer to home, so between us we 
gathered feedback from members to ascertain 
whether it was a viable event for us. The answers 
were positive so we entered two mixed teams 
of 8, each running  5 mile loops over a 24 hour 
period. Our planning began and it was so popu-
lar that the following year we had 4 mixed teams, 
named Wesham Whippets, Wildcats, Wasps and 
Wolverines.
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Bramham Park is a beautiful area and Endure have a fantastic race village. There is food available 
on site but at Wesham Road Runners we certainly know how to look after our runners so we provided 
an all inclusive meal package.

My planning for food begins once I know how 
many runners we have entered. I then adjust things 
accordingly in order to cater for family and friends who 
are encouraged to join us for the weekend. So, for our 
first year there were only 28 to cater for, but when 
you normally cook for two I had to put my thinking cap 
on. Last year we had 53 to feed which was certainly a 
challenge! A call was made very early asking to borrow 
cooler boxes in which to store food . I freeze 2 litre 
water bottles to keep them chilled and pack with ice. 
We are lucky that some members travel up Saturday 
morning bringing extra cooler boxes also packed with 
ice. This helps to keep the food chilled over the week-
end; especially important during hot weather. 

I am lucky that I have a very close relationship with 
1st Kirkham and Wesham Scouts as my Dad was Chair-
man and chief fundraiser for the group for over 40 years. My brother is scout leader and my two nieces 
are both leaders so they were the ideal candidates to approach for borrowing kit as I knew they had 
plenty. Next was borrowing a van to transport the gear which in 2018 came from my work and last year 
Tom Crabtree kindly used his. Tom and Emma also came to my house and the scout centre to load up 
on Thursday night; akin to a military operation. We also needed to know who had tents, and then we 
borrowed the remainder from the scouts; Emma and Tom spending most of Friday erecting then for 
everyone.

Wesham's finest catering team, Julie and Kerry
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Going back to food planning, we had to 
choose things that were easy to produce whilst 
camping, and arriving with as much ready made 
as possible.  Friday morning pre 6.00am I’m up 
packing all the cooler boxes with chilled and 
frozen products and labelling them up so we 
only open them when we need to. Our first food 
is lunch for the set up team who leave home 
by 7.00am in order to secure & tape off a large 
enough pitch in order for us all to be together, 
and to get the catering marquee erected. This 
process is like the blind leading the blind, it has 
lots of components  but maybe in our first visit 
there weren’t enough bodies! (My brother forget 
to give us the small pegs to hold the ground 
skirt down). We set up the fridge, one that actu-
ally runs on calor gas, and we made use of a 
berko boiler for constant hot water. Last year 
we served over 100 hot breakfasts, 100 hot 
meals and 150 lunches together with endless 
biscuits, cakes, crisps, fruit and haribo  sweets. 
To produce all this food includes shopping many 
times on a budget and my dining room resem-
bles Aldi in the build up to the event. I preorder 
150 sausages, 60 burgers and also chicken from 

the butchers to collect on the Thursday night, 
together with 150 barm cakes, 50 bread fingers 
and 16 loaves of bread from Morrison’s. Milk is 
the next big issue; 56 pints which will all need 
to be kept chilled for the whole weekend.

There are only two of us doing the cooking 
and preparing the food under basic conditions 
and it is hard work. We may not run a single mile 
but we are as knackered at the end of the week-
end as the runners. We do at least get to watch 
the finish and run in with our runners which is 
an amazing experience, especially when you 
know the effort the teams have put in.

In our next edition there will be a report on 
the running side of the event to give our new or 
future participants an insight on what to expect

Kerry Eccles
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Sunday 10th September 2017, this will always be a memorable date. This is the day I took part in 
the Great North Run. Not a bad one to choose as my first half marathon. There are many reasons why 
this will always be my favourite run. After watching events like the Great North run on TV, it always 
gave me goose bumps, it was amazing to hear some of the background stories as to why people were 
taking part. This is one of the main reasons I entered the ballot. After receiving the “You're in” email 
(which was a total shock and surprise), I knew this was a perfect opportunity to train for a major event 
and to also raise money for a charity close to my heart. The charity was Alder Hey Children's Charity. 

This hospital kept me alive and I'm 
always told about how fantastic the 
staff were for both me and my family 
during this time.

Another reason is the build up to 
the event. The information provided 
by Great run via emails, social media 
really built up the excitement. It 
then suddenly got very real when 
I received my race number in the 
post. The nerves started to kick in 
as I knew the day was nearly upon 
us. The drive to Newcastle with my 
family, all excited to get involved over 
the weekend. It was incredible to 
see some great athletes taking part 
in the Great North city games, and I 

will never forget looking at the side of the Tyne Bridge for the first time and seeing the words “Simply 
health Great North Run”. What a sight that was. I cant forget the pasta party either..... I love my pasta!!

 
The third and most important reason, has to be the atmos-

phere. Heading out the hotel doors with my parents, straight into a 
swarm of runners making there way to the start. Excitement in the 
air, everyone laughing and joking with each other. The atmosphere 
was amazing. Then arriving at my starting pen, taking part in the 
warm ups, and then the gun goes.... this is it! It took me a good 45 
minutes to get through the start, but once I got going it was abso-
lutely incredible. From the first "Oggy Oggy Oggy", to running across 
Tyne bridge that was jam packed with crowds and runners (sadly I 
wasn't on the bridge for when the red arrows flew over, I was still 
at the start!). There were bands and charity buses the whole way 
round the course, the entertainment was superb. The best part of 
the run was turning left onto the promenade at South shields, what 
i experienced next I will never forget. It was a mile long road to 
the finish, but all you could see where crowds of people, clapping, 
cheering, singing. People you dont know shouting your name to 
keep you going. Then you cross the finish line, the sense of achieve-
ment that i had just completed my very first half marathon. To pick 
up that medal and see my parents was emotional but I was so proud 
of what I had just achieved – 2:00:08

 
I raised £630 in total for Alder Hey Children's Charity!

My favourite race - Great North Run 2017

Rob Wallace
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• How did your running journey start – It started in January 
2018. After many years of smoking and then losing my mum, I was 
in a dark place. My friend Lynne said ‘ come on let’s join’ so we came 
along to the C25k.

• What was your first memory of the Club – I was really nerv-
ous as I had not run since school many years ago. I remember arriv-
ing at the Club and I asked Stuart if I could give him my car keys, to 
which he replied ‘it’s not that sort of club!’  Haha, love Stuart.

 The 1st week was 1 minute running, 1 minute recovery which 
felt very strange. 2nd week I remember being told about homework 
for 3 minutes. I also remember thinking I was going to collapse, Jesus  
who’d have thought  running for 3 minutes could be so hard!

 Over the 11 week course I had some amazing runs, and also 
some not so  amazing runs where I thought I can’t do this. There 
might have been just a little bit of swearing going on to be fair!! Ryan 
was my run leader and he  was fab with me. 

• What was your first ever event - My first event was our grad-
uation at Lytham Hall parkrun, it was tough, but I was buzzing at the 
end and cried!

• What happened next - I carried on running for a while, but 
then I gave up!

• But you came back? - Yes! Me and Alasdair started again, and 
there was Gill from last year so a  familiar face helped. We than 
met Rhiann, Lee, Jack & Mike and we all ran together most week-
ends. Had a fab time with them and we completed several parkruns 
together which kept me going.

• Do you prefer to run alone or with others - Love running with 
others ,as I am not so good on my own. I tend to run  with Gill 
and Kath and sometimes Tanya although I hold her back, mind  y o u 
I hold most people back. Love running with ‘me Julie’ and the club is 
just fab.

• Any running goals - To get quicker and more confident, and 
hopefully nail a 10k. I have been out several times whilst on lock-
down but I do miss my running buddies. Thank you to Lynne for 
introducing me.

NEW MEMBER – Linda Williamson

Julie Rooney
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